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China: This Time It Is Different 

The market seems to be pricing in another round of China credit stimulus to offset their slowing economy, much as they did 

in 2008, 2012, and 2016. The surge in credit growth in January seems to support this view. I have a contrarian view that 

China credit stimulus will not be forthcoming anytime soon. At the core of this believe is the conclusions one should reach—

including the Chinese---after looking the figure below and that is the use of credit stimulus has not worked the previous three 

times, they used it so why would the market’s expect China to do it again?”  Further, if it does come it will not have a 

substantial impact on growth in the rest of world.  My thesis is that “this time it is different” and it rests on three arguments. 

1. It is more likely that China waits to see the impact on growth 

of the resolution of the China/US trade war, and the stimulus they 

have already deployed. The resolution will likely reduce the impact 

of tariffs on exports to the US, both current and potential further 

additional tariffs. Clearly, a net positive. They are ramping up fiscal 

stimulus. In term of credit stimulus, they have already reduced 

reserve requirements and loosened lending standards. They are also 

giving banks a 30% target for lending growth to small business, 

which is crucial growth.  They are also more likely to be cutting rates 

in the near term.    

 

2. Second, they are reluctant to do another round of credit 

stimulus not just because it hasn’t really worked but also because of 

growing risks to this strategy. The headline number is the growing 

debt/GDP level. Another round of stimulus in a slowing economy 

could move this from an already high level of 300% to closer to 

330% in just a year. More importantly, the sure scale of credit growth 

ends up creating substantial misallocation of capital to low return 

investments pushing down productivity, as well as substantial 

leakage to rest of the world, e.g. creating growth in Europe.   

 

3. Third, they are more focused on following the path of their “China” model of growth. This model recognizes that 

slowing growth is driven by more fundamental factors that another credit stimulus cycle will not solve. 

Demographics is turning into a headwind with aging of their population, falling labor force, and falling savings 

rates. Productivity is falling leaving only capital growth as a source of GDP growth. Trade is also turning into a 

headwind given rising cost of manufacturing in China as well as companies moving their global value chain factors 

out of china, given the risks of future US retaliation. Even with a US/China agreement China will continue be hyper 

focused on investing in the “Built in China 2025” program of high-end manufacturing, e.g. robotic. According the 

announcement of the lowering of the growth target to 6/6.5% reflects this recognition of the impact of economic 

fundamentals. Most importantly, the need for capital and productivity growth over the next 20 years dwarfs the 

investment/productivity cycle of the last 20 years if they are to even reach the GDP per capital of South Korea. 

 

So, my recommendations are to continue with three trades I’ve been recommending and wait for a further risk on rally to 

short risk. The Chinese are not coming to the rescue to the world economy. 

1. Short Europe: Continue to buy receivers and short the Euro vs USD, without a China pulse, Europe continues to slow. 
The ECB has really started monetary stimulus with their announcement today 

2. Short RMB:  any agreement on the RMB with the US will not offset the likely capital flows out of China as well as 
the impact of China cutting rates on RMB vs USD. My target is at least 7, with an upper target of 7.7 (parity with 
HKD) 
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